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Chapter 306 Adamant

Thanks to my parents, the terrible feeling I felt earlier remained even

after returning home. It was saddening that the first thing they had to say

when they saw me was asking for two million.

Despite already acknowledging that I was insignificant to them a long
time ago, seeing them prioritizing money over my happiness was still

disheartening.

As if that was not enough, Michael received a call from Josephine as soon

as we arrived. Even though she did not say anything other than wanting

Michael to head home, I perceived that it must be about the incident at

the hotel earlier.

After hanging up the phone, Michael stared at me with an unnatural

expression. I knew he was pondering about how to tell me about that call.

“Don’t worry about me. Go ahead.” I smiled at him in response while

feigning a look of nonchalance desperately.

Still, needing to hide my true feelings was not only unbearable but also

depressing. I believed no woman could face such an incident forthrightly

if it happened before their wedding.

“I’ll be back very soon.” Michael curled his lips into a half-smile after my

words and planted a kiss on my forehead before leaving.



Following his departure, the smile on my face vanished as I looked toward

the door in anguish.

Anyhow, I realized that it was not wise for me to dwell on such a feeling

unceasingly. Thus, I took a deep breath to compose myself before making

up my mind to meet my mother about the money issue. I would not allow

them to receive two million from Michael for no reason whatsoever.

A few moments later, I arrived at the house my mother lived. After
knocking on the door for quite some time, someone finally opened it for

me. It was Steven. Unlike his previous hospitable demeanor, he looked
indifferent when he saw me.

I recognized that their decent attitude toward me previously was only
because of the betrothal gift. Since the situation had escalated to this

extent, it was no surprise that a 180-degree change of attitude occurred.

Once he opened the door, Steven walked back into the house without

even sparing a glance at me.



When I entered the living room, I discovered that my parents were on the

couch watching TV. Like Steven, they did not bother to cast a glance at

me.

It was pretty apparent that they were ignoring me since I was standing not
too far away from them.

Regardless, I decided to remain standing while looking at them watching

dramas for the time being as I thought they would talk to me after
dissipating their anger. However, I had overestimated my importance. For
the next thirty minutes, I was a nobody that no one gave a rip about.

“We need to talk, Mom,” I uttered in a chilling tone, staring at my

mother as I could not suppress the fury in my heart any longer.

The second she heard my utterance, my mother shifted her gaze toward

me at long last. Her eyes were seething with rage as well.

“There’s nothing to talk about between us! Aren’t you on the Shaw

family’s side now? I don’t even know if you’re my daughter anymore!”
Those words from my mother were full of displeasure. Undoubtedly, she
saw me as the culprit that prevented her from getting two million from
the Shaw family earlier at the hotel. She must have thought I was

standing up for them.

I intended to talk it through with her initially, but her attitude indicated
that it would be fruitless. Her decision would never change, no matter

how I was going to reason with her.

“Did you care about my feelings when you asked for two million at once,
Mom? Do you realize how difficult my life will be in the Shaw family if

we’re on bad terms with them? I’m your daughter, for heaven’s sake!” I

spoke everything from the bottom of my heart while staring at my mother
in sorrow. Even if she preferred males over females, she should have had

paternal love toward me at the very least since I was her daughter. Yet,
every decision she had made thus far was hurtful toward me.



In response to my grumble, a hint of guilt surfaced on my mother’s face,
and she furrowed her brows. Nonetheless, the more noticeable expression

was annoyance. “Who gave you the idea that I didn’t care about you?
Isn’t it reasonable for me to ask for a small betrothal gift since you’re
about to marry into the Shaw family? We’re the ones who raised you.
Shouldn’t you show us some gratitude? Unlike your forthcoming

prosperous life, your father and I have suffered for a very long time. Don’t
you want to see us having a blissful life?”

Although I would not deny the sensibleness of my mother’s words, a
couple of things she did had gone overboard in my judgment. Marriage is

equivalent to my paramount happiness. As my parents, shouldn’t they
foremost desire to see me having a blessed life instead of emphasizing
money? Why didn’t they ever care about that?

“I won’t stop you from asking for a betrothal gift, but two million is too

much. A betrothal gift of over a hundred thousand is already a large

amount in our area. Have you considered how Mrs. Shaw would think of

me?”

Josephine had always thought I seduced Michael only for money’s sake.
Consequent to that incident at the hotel, that opinion of hers must have

solidified even more. As a result, changing her impression of me was

much more difficult.

“The Shaw family should be happy since you’re pregnant with their
descendant!” My mother glanced at me apathetically before resuming to

drink her beverage. It seemed like I was unquestionably a nobody to her.

Subsequently, I clenched my fists tightly in furiousness. An urge to cause

a big fuss surged within me, but I controlled my emotion because of my

pregnancy. Being hot-tempered constantly during pregnancy would affect

the baby’s growth.



“I will never allow you to receive two million no matter what, Mom!” I

made my position clear to my mother as I could not endure her attitude.
She was never going to receive two million from Michael on my watch.

That was not to say that I was reluctant to give financial support to my
parents, but their action would only lead to my hardship in the Shaw

family.

“You’re sticking up for outsiders now, huh? Are you even my daughter?
How can you say such a thing to me?” My mother stood up from the

couch while glaring at me.

I would have compromised before, but the numerous things that I

experienced during that period had made me realize my place in my
parents’ hearts. As I thought what I had done for them over the years was

already sufficient, I was determined to be resolute and prevent myself

from suffering once more.

“I’ll ask Michael to give you a betrothal gift of two hundred thousand
tomorrow night, Mom. It doesn’t matter whether you want it or not.
Don’t even think about the two million. If you think two hundred

thousand is not enough, I’ll take it back!” I enunciated those words with

a cold tone while subduing the anger in my heart.
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Two hundred thousand was the most I could tolerate. Even though

Michael was not short of money and would give more money if my
mother let him take the initiative to propose the amount, I was adamant

not to compromise because of my parents’ attitude. My pricelessness to

Michael was irrelevant at that point as well.

“Two hundred thousand? That’s ridiculous! How can you dismiss your

father and me with that amount of money when we have raised you for so



many years? You’re such an ungrateful wretch!” My mother looked at me

with rage as she spoke. If I were not pregnant, she would have hit me

already.

Ungrateful wretch? Again? Despite not showing my genuine feeling

outwardly, my heart could not help but feel sorrowful whenever my

mother used that term to call me.

In her eyes, I was nothing but an ungrateful and heartless wretch.
However, it was dumbfounding that they had overlooked my sacrifices for

the family throughout the years.

“I don’t care what you say about me. My decision is final. Whether you

want that betrothal gift of two hundred thousand doesn’t bother me as I
will not compromise this time regardless. If worse comes to worst, I’ll
stop myself from returning to this house ever again! No big deal!” Since

my mother would not yield to a meek approach, I had to demonstrate my

dominance over her to keep her in check in such circumstances.

“You’ve gone too far for saying such things to Mom, Anna. Are you going
to break ties with us because you’re about to marry into a wealthy family?
Do you think we’re an embarrassment to you? You must be afraid that

we’ll ask for money from you in the future.” Steven limped toward me at

that moment, staring at me smugly. The mature aura he emanated during

my last visit was no more.

“You can think whatever you want about me!” I had long been

accustomed to the scene where each of my family members singled me
out. Hence, I glared back at Steven without hesitance while uttering those
words before leaving.



Given that I had made my stance clear to them, there was no point in

remaining there any longer.

Yes, they were my closest family, but they were also the people who hurt

me ad nauseam. No ordinary person would treat what I had experienced

like it was nothing. For that reason, there was a strong desire in me to

never return to that house forever.

Soon after leaving my parents’ house, tears streamed down my cheeks

uncontrollably once again.

Every time such a problem occurred, I felt like I was about to go insane

like a madman.

As I walked along the streets with tears flowing down my eyes, the
pedestrians passing by me could not help but cast their glances toward me.
Nevertheless, I did not mind that at all. Why should I care about their

gazes when I can’t even deal with my family?

A while later, my phone rang. The ringtone sounded for quite some time

before I returned to my senses.



As soon as I realized the caller was Michael, I wiped away my tears

promptly and cleared my throat before answering the call.

“Michael…” I had more to say initially, but I felt like I was about to burst
into tears and could not finish my sentence.

“Where are you? Why aren’t you at home?” I was not sure whether

Michael had noticed the oddity in my voice, for his tone had become

more anxious.

“I dropped by my mom’s place just now. I left the place not too long

ago.” Sniffing my nose, I tried to keep my voice tranquil as best as I could

since I did not want Michael to worry about me again.

“Remain at your current spot. I’ll be there right away,” Michael

commanded me without delay after hearing my answer. I knew he was

still worried about me.

Although there was an element of vexation in his tone, I could feel his

utmost concern toward me. A mixture of warmth and melancholy was

brewing in my heart at the moment.

After ending the call, I remained at my current location in obedience as I

knew Michael was coming for me very soon.

He was most probably the only person in the world who loved me with all
his heart, soul, and strength. Sure enough, he was my everything at

present.

Around ten minutes later, Michael’s car came into sight. He appeared
before me as soon as he stopped the car.

His countenance was a little grim, but I could discern the worry he had for
me through his eyes after taking a closer look.



“Didn’t I tell you to stay at home and wait for my return?Why didn’t you

listen?” Michael glowered at me after scrutinizing my entire body. His
tone while speaking was a combination of anger and concern.

He must have known that I was in a terrible mood as he was the person
who understood me the most. In addition to that, he would also perceive

that I returned for something unpleasant since it was about my family.

“I’m fine. Nothing happened.” I threw Michael a faint smile before

pretending to speak in a carefree manner.

I had no idea how fake my smile was as Michael stared into my eyes
intently for quite some time. Then, he scooped me up from the ground

and shoved me into the front passenger seat.

In response to his action, I did not resist and sat in the car quietly. The
only thing I wanted at that moment was to be by Michael’s side.

Not sure if it was intentional, but Michael was driving pretty slowly. Due
to his silence ever since we got into the car, I wondered if he was indeed

upset.

“About the betrothal gift—”

“About the betrothal gift—” Coincidentally, Michael and I uttered in

unison about the same thing when I was about to tell him concerning the
betrothal gift issue.

The atmosphere became somewhat awkward as we stopped talking after
hearing both parties mentioning the same topic.

“After you.” I smiled at Michael, wanting him to speak first. Verily, I
intended to know his point of view regarding my parents’ request.

“I’ll send two million to your family tomorrow,” Michael said those

words casually while looking ahead as though that amount of money was
picayune.



He always had an unyielding personality, but he chose to give in for the

very first time for my sake. Two million was perhaps nothing to him.

“Two million is too much. I’ve already told my family that two hundred

thousand is the maximum,” I responded to Michael while gazing at his

gorgeous side profile.

Albeit acknowledging that he could probably earn more than two million
in a single day, I did not want my parents to take advantage of his wealth.

“What? Do you think you’re only worth two hundred thousand? If your

parents ask for twenty million instead of two million, I will still agree to
it.” Michael decelerated the car and gazed at me with earnestness.

Those touching words caused my heart to palpitate irresistibly again as I
looked at Michael with appreciation. For him, I was invaluable in his

heart. He was the only person who thought of me in that way too.
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Feeling incredibly touched, I was on the brink of tears. I lifted my head

slightly, trying not to lose myself in front of Michael.

“I know that you don’t lack money, but you know my parents’

personalities well, right? If you give them the money this time, they’ll
definitely ask for more in the future. I don’t want my family to burden

you.” I was very insistent with my point, unwilling to give in.

Hearing that, Michael turned to look at me. I instantly noticed the

surprise in his eyes. Perhaps he had never expected me to make that

decision. After all, I was always the one to compromise every time

something happened with my family. I knew that Michael would be

surprised upon seeing how determined I was this time.



“All right. I’ll listen to you.” Michael stopped insisting.

After we were together, there were several times I became the one to

make decisions, and Michael would always respect my choices.

The next day, Michael sent two hundred thousand to my parents’ place. I
did not tag along as I did not want to argue with them anymore. As soon
as he came back, I tried to ask him about the situation, but he dismissed

the topic readily. Although he did not show any emotion on his face, I was
very sure that my parents had not treated him pleasantly.

Michael had always acted all high and mighty. Everyone around him

treated him with respect, but my parents were rude to him. For an
arrogant man like him to endure and tolerate them must be hard.

There were still three days left until our wedding. I was feeling excited
and nervous at the same time. I could not help but look forward to it. In
three days, I can finally stay with Michael forever.

Michael prepared and settled everything for the wedding ceremony on his
own. He even looked for someone in Pillere to custom-tailor my wedding



gown. Our wedding would surely be unable to compare to Emma’s, but
Michael was putting a lot of heart into it.

I would be moving to Michael’s mansion after our marriage. Hence, he
asked me to go and take a look at his place.

He had some matters to handle in the company, so I hailed a taxi to his

place alone. In all honesty, I liked our tiny house better compared to his

spacious mansion, as our house felt much warmer. Moreover, the
furnishings in his house was black and white. That color scheme made the

place look even colder.

I paced back and forth in the living room, thinking of ways to make the

space feel warmer.

Sitting on the couch with my legs on the coffee table, I fell asleep shortly

after, which might have been due to my pregnancy.

Suddenly, I woke up to the sound of someone coughing. As I opened my

eyes in a daze, Josephine’s face appeared in front of me. My heart

instantly dropped.

Am I hallucinating? Why is she here? I must be dreaming. I tried to

comfort myself internally. However, I could not help but stand up straight
in the next second. Right then, I finally regained my senses. Josephine
was, indeed, looking at me right in front of me.

“Mrs. Shaw, what brings you here?”

Josephine was not satisfied with me all this time. I had to be extra careful
in front of her as I did not want to anger her.

“Ms. Garcia, don’t you know you should be more aware of your image as

a woman? If you’re tired, you can go ahead and take a nap on the bed.
How could you sleep on the couch and put your legs on the coffee table
like that? Do you think that’s how an educated lady should behave?”



Josephine ignored my question. She glanced at the table and spoke with a

voice filled with contempt.

I lowered my eyes, trying to avoid her eyes as I listened to her lectures. I
did not expect Josephine to come. If I knew that she would be here, I
would have never done that. Nevertheless, everything was already too

late.

“I’m sorry, Mrs. Shaw. I’ll be more mindful next time.” I had no choice

but to be obedient in front of Josephine. After all, she was Michael’s

mother, so I hoped that I could change her impression of me.

Unfortunately, her actual impression of me was far from my expectation.
Although I had already apologized to her, she refused to let me off.

“I don’t understand what’s wrong with Michael. Why would he fall in

love with such a useless woman like you? I’ve never expected my

daughter-in-law to be a hoyden. Our family is going to be a joke if this

news spreads!” Josephine stared at me with a contemptuous look on her

face as she insulted me.

Although I had mentally prepared myself for that, I could not help but get
infuriated upon hearing her words.

I tried to suppress my anger as I did not want the situation to worsen.
Besides, Josephine was an elder to me. She would also become my

mother-in-law in a few days, so I had to respect her.

“Mrs. Shaw, I know that you’re very dissatisfied with me. I’m also aware

that there’s a big gap between the Shaw family and me. But then, don’t
you worry. I’ll try my best to learn everything so that I won’t embarrass

the Shaw family.”

The people from the upper-class society valued their reputations the most.
It was apparent that Josephine cared about her ego and dignity a lot. It



must be hard for her to accept the marriage between Michael and me. I
could only learn to be better so I would not embarrass their family.

“You won’t embarrass the Shaw family? We’ve already become a joke in

the corporate world! Don’t you know that we’re the big shot in the

industry? Rumors have already been spreading around ever since Michael

decided to marry a worthless woman like you.” Josephine shot me a

disdainful glance. No matter how much I tried to please her, her attitude
to me was as rude as usual.

Everyone thought that I did not deserve Michael. However, our statuses
could never be compared to the value of our relationship.

I stood still in front of Josephine, remaining silent. No matter how much I

tried to please her, she would never change her attitude toward me. Deep
inside, I was a prideful person, and her words had challenged my

patience.

Just when the tension in the air was so thick that one could cut it with a
knife, Michael came back and broke the silence. As soon as he noticed

Josephine in the living room, he was stunned for a moment. Then, he
walked briskly toward us and stopped between Josephine and me.

“Mom, why are you here?”

With that said, he turned around to size me up.

“You’re getting married soon, so I came here to help you with the

arrangements. Can’t I do that?”
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Upon noticing Michael’s gaze on me, Josephine knew that he was worried

about me. Hence, her tone and attitude became harsher.



In fact, I understood why she would act in that way. Her son cared about

another woman’s feelings more than hers. It was only natural she would

feel upset.

“Of course, you can do that. But then, we don’t want to trouble you.
Anna will handle everything here since this is our house. She can decorate
it according to her preferences.” Michael flashed a smile.

He pretended to worry about Josephine on the surface. However, he was
being considerate of me deep inside his heart. After all, he knew that I did

not want to face Josephine.

“Michael, I know what you’re thinking. You’ve forgotten about your

mom now that you have a wife, huh? Is Anna more important than me?”
Josephine understood what was on Michael’s mind. The more Michael

tried to defend me, the more she hated me.

I lowered my head without saying anything, not wanting our relationship
to become tenser.

“Mom, that’s enough, or I’ll really get angry.” The man frowned as he

warned with displeasure.



Michael was not good at pleasing anyone. He had never sweet-talked
anyone, including me.

Josephine knew him well. She turned to glare at me, saying nothing upon
noticing the impatient expression on his face.

Feeling helpless, I let out a sigh. I don’t think Michael knows how

complicated the relationship between a mother and daughter-in-law is.
Otherwise, he would not have defended me just now.

Perceiving Josephine’s sharp gaze, I felt anxious. I did not even dare to

raise my head to look into her eyes, afraid that she would vent her anger

at me.

“Mom, if you have no other business here, you should go home and get

some rest now. Don’t worry about the wedding anymore. You only have

to attend the ceremony on that day.” A moment later, Michael glanced at

Josephine, who was glaring at me furiously.

My heart immediately sank upon hearing his words. I let out a sigh under

my breath. That’s not helping!



“Are you chasing me away now? How can you do that to me? I’m your

mother!” Josephine widened her eyes in surprise. Her gaze was blazing
with anger.

To be honest, anyone would be infuriated to hear him say that. I would be
mad too.

“No, Mrs. Shaw. We’ll be happy if you can stay and help us with the

decorations.” I instantly grabbed Michael’s arm to stop him before he

managed to say anything else. Then, I turned to look at Josephine with a

bright smile.

Michael stared at me in confusion upon hearing that. He furrowed his

brows slightly, trying to figure out the reason I said that.

However, I could not explain much to him in front of Josephine.

I tried to change the topic so that we could resolve the awkwardness.
Josephine understood my intention behind my words, so she did not

continue the argument with me.

“Michael, do you see that? You’re worse than an outsider. I shouldn’t
have given birth to you in the past. All you do is make me angry every

day.” Josephine stared at Michael upon glancing at me.

I knew that Josephine was calling me an outsider. Although I was upset to
hear that, I continued to put on a smile.

“Mom!” Michael was never a patient man. He raised his voice as he

noticed the sarcasm in Josephine’s words.

“Forget about it. My feelings don’t matter to you anymore now that you

have a wife. Fine. I’ll stop bothering you and take my leave now,”
Josephine blurted that sentence out after a second. She took her handbag
before turning around to leave.



I let out a sigh of relief as I watched Josephine leave. However, I could
not help but feel disappointed. There are only three more days to our

wedding, but Mrs. Shaw still hasn’t accepted me.

I was just an ordinary person. I did not wish for a grand or expensive

wedding. The only thing I wanted was blessings for my marriage.

“Don’t take that to heart. Just give me a call if anything like that happens

again in the future. I’ll come back and settle it for you.” Michael turned

to look at me.

His tone was calm, but I knew he was worried about me.

“Don’t defend me like that in front of Mrs. Shaw next time. She’s going to
dislike me even more.” I rolled my eyes at him with a sigh.

“Why? Am I supposed to sit here and listen to her snarky comments

without doing anything?” Michael frowned.

“You won’t understand even if I explain it to you. Women’s thoughts are

complicated.” I wanted to explain to him at first. However, I immediately

recalled that he was just a typical man, so there was no way he could

understand that.

Michael did not probe further upon hearing that. After all, that was not
the main issue right then.

Josephine was Michael’s only family member I had met before. Therefore,
he decided to bring me to visit his parents and grandfather in the Shaw
residence the next day.

I had hardly heard anything about his family from him, but that was a
given.

I thought that Michael’s mansion was already pretty big. However, as
soon as I arrived at the Shaw residence, I was stupefied. They were not



staying in an ordinary mansion as the building and compound were way
more luxurious than anything I could ever imagine. The building was a

few times bigger than Michael’s mansion. Moreover, the decorations of
the estate were resplendent and majestic.

The Shaw family’s wealth was beyond my imagination. Standing at the

entrance, I could not help but feel nervous. After all, I already found it

hard to deal with Josephine. If the rest of Michael’s family members act

like his mother, it’ll be difficult for us to be together.

I followed behind Michael as we walked toward the mansion. My fingers

were in a twist from my nerves, and my heart thumped fast as I wondered

about his family’s attitudes toward me.

Michael noticed my nervousness, so he stopped walking. As soon as I

stopped beside him, he reached out a hand to grab mine.

“Don’t be so anxious. I’m not sending you to execution.” His lips curled

into a smile.

My heart is going to jump out of my mouth soon. How dare he still makes

fun of me? Perhaps I looked a little funny as I felt uneasy.
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“I’m here, no matter what happens.” Detecting that I was worried,
Michael held my hand tightly and looked at me tenderly.

I felt a lot more at ease after feeling the temperature coming from his
palm and took a deep breath to calm down. I would have to meet

Michael’s family sooner or later, anyway.

Michael led me through the long corridor while holding my hand, and we
finally arrived at the living room.



An older man around seventy years old sat in the living room on a couch.
Although his hair was gray, his agile and deep eyes seemed capable of

reading a person’s thoughts.

His eyes went straight to me when Michael and I entered the living room.
I felt inexplicably pressured once I noticed his gaze.

Rooted to the ground, I didn’t know what to do. I knew the identity of this

old man as soon as I saw him even though Michael had not introduced
him yet.

“Hello, Grandpa.” I finally remembered to greet the old man after

hesitating and standing still for quite a while.

I worried that he would be difficult to get along with judging by his looks
because his eyes made me a little uneasy, but soon after, I knew I was

overthinking things.

“So this is my granddaughter-in-law. Come here and let me take a look at

you.”



Stunned after hearing what he said, I wondered if there was something

wrong with my hearing because he looked strict, yet his words felt kind.

I turned to Michael and saw him gesturing at me to go over to the old man
with a smile.

Today was the first time I came to the Shaw residence. I looked away from
Michael and walked toward his grandpa. At the same time, I saw
Josephine watching me with a displeased look, and I knew that she was

still angry with me.

I stopped and hesitated when I was close to the old man as I didn’t know
what to do next.

“Your name is Anna Garcia, right?” Michael’s grandpa, Andy, took the

lead and started a conversation. I guess he couldn’t help but show some

kindness when he saw me standing there nervously.

“Yes, Grandpa.” I lowered my head and answered softly.

“Anna means one full of grace. It’s a good name.” The old man looked at

me with a smile before taking my hand and letting me sit beside him.

Having him treating me so kindly, I was surprised and felt inexplicably

happy. I could feel that he wasn’t ostracizing me and that he liked me

quite a fair bit. I felt so much lighter because of this. After all, I didn’t
want Michael’s family to hate me.

“Anna looks decent, Michael. You should treat her well and never hurt

her after marriage, you hear me?” The old man patted my hand, looking
pleased before turning to Michael and speaking with a hint of authority in
his tone.

“I know. I’ll cherish her all my life.”



Michael was in a good mood when he saw that his grandpa was pleased
with me. However, for some reason, what he said made me

uncomfortable. Am I not thinking straight recently?

“Dad, you can’t possibly be satisfied with her as a granddaughter-in-law,
right?” Josephine spoke while glancing at me coldly before turning to

Andy.

“Anna is so much better than Emma. She looks pleasant and pleasing to

the eyes; I like her.” The old man made no secret of his appreciation

toward me.

I felt happy when hearing his praise and satisfied that I could gain the
approval of someone in the Shaw family.

“Dad, you only like her because you don’t know what she has done yet!”
Josephine looked at me again, and her expression turned colder.

I knew she didn’t want the old man to like me, so she deliberately

targeted me. It made me feel nervous immediately.

Andy had a good first impression of me, but I was worried that her words

would change that.

Michael’s expression was also faintly sullen at this time. He was pretty
angry, seeing that his mother was targeting me.

“I’ve lived for a long time already, and you don’t think I know how to

read people?” The old man snapped before she could continue. He also
looked at her with dissatisfaction.

Josephine had always acted high and mighty, so she would dare to target

me even in front of Michael. But the old man knew what to say, and he

also used a fierce tone when he spoke. Josephine immediately stopped

talking when she heard him and shot me a glare.



“Anna, you will soon become a member of our family. You can tell me if

someone in this family makes things difficult for you—I will help you.”
Andy retook my hand and spoke kindly.

This was the first time someone other than Michael defended me like this.
My eyes reddened from all the overwhelming emotions. I didn’t know
why but I felt the deep affection from Andy, the kind of affection elders

gave to the younger generations.

This was the first time I met him, yet he made me experience familial

affections. I was completely fond of the old man at that instant.

“Thank you, Grandpa,” I sniffed before smiling at him.

Michael just smiled slightly without saying anything when he saw my
reaction.

I noticed a room not far away with its door open at this time. Inside the
room was a middle-aged man practicing calligraphy, and his figure

appeared very elegant. The man must be Michael’s father.

I stood up and went to the door of the study before offering my greeting.
“Hello, Mr. Shaw. I am Anna Garcia.”

In my impression, people who liked calligraphy were often very scholarly

and would be kind to others.

And as expected, Lincoln Shaw looked up and promptly smiled at me after

hearing my greeting. “Oh, it’s you, my soon-to-be daughter-in-law. To
gain a hold of Michael’s heart is pretty remarkable.”

Michael’s father was like his grandpa; he talked more casually and was

easier to get along with. I was once again relieved, seeing that he was not
dissatisfied with me.



I smiled in reply, and Michael spoke at this time. “Dad, you continue your
calligraphy practice. I’m going to stroll around with Anna.”

Although the other two members of the Shaw family were easy to get
along with, Michael could sense that I was still feeling quite uneasy.

“Okay, go ahead. Tell your mom to ask the kitchen staff to prepare a

sumptuous meal.”

Lincoln seemed to be absorbed in calligraphy. He resumed his practice,
not knowing that his casual words just now warmed my heart.

Michael took me to the garden behind the mansion. It took us nearly half
an hour to complete our tour around the Shaw residence. The garden was

remarkably extensive. It even made me wonder if this garden of the Shaw

family was bigger than the gardens of royal palaces.

“Your garden is so big.” I looked at the garden overflowing with bright

flowers all around, and my mood turned brighter.
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